Abstract-Reversible integer mapping is essential for lossless source coding by transformation. A general matrix factorization theory for reversible integer mapping of invertible linear transforms is developed in this paper. Concepts of the integer factor and the elementary reversible matrix (ERM) for integer mapping are introduced, and two forms of ERM-triangular ERM (TERM) and single-row ERM (SERM)-are studied. We prove that there exist some approaches to factorize a matrix into TERMs or SERMs if the transform is invertible and in a finite-dimensional space. The advantages of the integer implementations of an invertible linear transform are i) mapping integers to integers, ii) perfect reconstruction, and iii) in-place calculation. We find that besides a possible permutation matrix, the TERM factorization of an -bynonsingular matrix has at most three TERMs, and its SERM factorization has at most + 1 SERMs. The elementary structure of ERM transforms is the ladder structure. An executable factorization algorithm is also presented. Then, the computational complexity is compared, and some optimization approaches are proposed. The error bounds of the integer implementations are estimated as well. Finally, three ERM factorization examples of DFT, DCT, and DWT are given.
I. INTRODUCTION

T
O COMPRESS digital signals losslessly by means of transformation, the transform must map integers to integers and be perfectly invertible. A unified lossy/lossless compression system, which enables region-of-interest (ROI)-based image coding and progressive quality from the coarsest levels to the finer levels or even the lossless level, also demands a lossless integer transform. Perfect inversion or reversible integer mapping is, therefore, significant for source coding.
For a long time, people devised one-to-one integer mapping approaches for some simple transforms, such as the transform [1] , the transform [2] , the transform [3] , and the color space transforms [4] . In 1992, Bruekers and van den Enden proposed a ladder structure of filtering networks in filterbank design for perfect inversion and perfect reconstruction [5] . Their work opened a new path for integer transform research. However, more research needs to be done along this line. Initially, integer transforms were studied systematically using similar networks in the research on discrete wavelet transforms, where the previously mentioned networks are utilized to construct wavelets Manuscript received April 21, 2000; revised June 8, 2001 . This work was supported by NKBRSF China under Grant G1998030606 and by funding for recipients of National Excellent Doctoral Dissertation, China. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Paulo S. R. Diniz.
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and to increase the vanishing moment. The method is called the lifting scheme by Sweldens [6] . Dewitte and Cornelis applied the lifting scheme to implement wavelet transforms by integer mapping [7] . Later, Daubechies and Sweldens et al. in [8] and [9] and Shi in [10] extended the lifting scheme to general wavelet transforms. They presented some schemes that can convert discrete wavelet transform into integer transform steps. Their work has been widely accepted and adopted. Recently, Hao and Shi in [11] proved that there exists an implementation of integer mapping (including a scaling modification if necessary) when a linear transform is invertible and in finite-dimensional space, but the factorization is not optimal. In this paper, an optimal solution of reversible integer implementation for general linear transforms is presented. It is a generalized lifting scheme and can be applied to any invertible linear transform besides discrete wavelet transforms. Although wavelet transforms gained general acceptance in the signal coding community, there is still some demand for reversible integer implementation for some other transforms such as color space transforms. In fact, based on our matrix factorization theory, we submitted two proposals [12] , [13] conditions cannot be satisfied at the same time, except for some elementary matrices of . A transform matrix does not always satisfy this condition, but those called the elementary reversible matrices (ERMs) can. Therefore, we concentrate on i) whether a transform matrix can be factorized into a series of elementary integer reversible transform matrices; ii) how to find this kind of factorization; iii) what its optimal form is. Because factorizing a transform matrix into a series of ERMs is the basic approach for implementing the transform by integer mapping, this paper addresses the matrix factorization theory of general linear transforms. In Section II, some definitions and preliminaries are given, and the elementary structures of integer linear transforms and the forms of ERMs are studied. It is also pointed out that the ladder structure is the proper structure for reversible integer mapping. In Section III, two types of elementary reversible matrix factorization-triangular ERM (TERM) and single-row ERM (SERM)-are proposed and theoretically proved. Detailed factorization algorithms are given in Section IV. Section V shows the implementation structures of the linear transforms. The computational complexity of the transform implementations is compared, and optimization suggestions for a specific matrix are given in Section VI. By contrast with the symbolic or theoretical infinite-precision calculation, an integer transform produces errors as a result of arithmetic rounding operations; therefore, the upper bounds of such errors are also discussed in Section VII. Then, in Section VIII, three typical examples of the 4 4 DFT matrix, the 8 8 DCT matrix, and Harr wavelet polyphase matrix factorizations are given to show the availability and practicability of reversible integer mapping. Conclusions are given at the end of the paper.
II. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In the following discussion, a linear transform is defined in the complex number field. An integer referred to below in the complex number field is considered a complex number whose real and imaginary components are integers. An arithmetic rounding operation for a complex number implies an integer conversion for both its real and imaginary parts.
For descriptive convenience, an integer factor is defined as a multiplier of integers that does not change their magnitude, which is denoted by . Obviously, its reciprocal is also an integer factor. For real numbers, an integer factor can be 1 or 1; for complex integers, integer factors may be 1, 1, , or , where is the imaginary unit. Many matrix computation algorithms that map number to number , such as those for a linear transform, can be calculated in a computing machinery like the "saxpy" [14] mechanism, . If variable can be assigned to an arbitrary integer, the condition of integer output is that both number and number are integers. Since there might be some processing procedures in the transformation domain, the range of is considered to be a set of integers without restrictions. In the case of an arbitrary integer output, the condition for the inverse transform that maps integers to integers is that both and are integers. Therefore, the perfectly integer-invertible condition of the transform is that is an integer factor and is an integer. If is not an integer, the computations may still be done with floating-point numbers, but an integer representation can be a substitution. Then, the transform result is guaranteed to be an integer, and its invertibility is preserved. The integer conversion methods can be rounding (by function, round), chopping or rounding-down (floor), rounding-up (ceil), or some other methods.
It follows that a form of an invertible transform of scalar numbers implemented by integer mapping is , and its inversion . Its flow chart is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The chart's structure allows i) mapping integers to integers; ii) perfect reconstruction; iii) calculating in-place and without allocating auxiliary memory. It is also an elementary structure of the integer implementation. For reversible integer transforms, it is necessary for number to satisfy both of the following conditions. i) For forward transform calculation, does not depend on , either directly or indirectly. ii) For reverse transform calculation, does not depend on , either directly or indirectly. Either in the real or in the complex number field, the above structure is a kind of ladder structure. In the case of , the structure is the same as the ladder structure proposed by Bruekers and van den Enden [5] and the lifting scheme structure by Sweldens [6] . Therefore, we can say that the ladder structure is the appropriate elementary structure for reversible integer mapping.
If the general -dimensional invertible linear transform allows perfectly invertible integer mapping, its corresponding elementary computational structures must meet the two necessary conditions for number mentioned above. If the computational ordering is properly arranged, we can find some elementary reversible structures for perfectly invertible integer implementation. A corresponding matrix is defined as an elementary reversible matrix (ERM). An upper or lower triangular transform matrix whose diagonal elements are integer factors is a kind of ERM, which is called a triangular ERM (TERM). If all the diagonal elements of a TERM are equal to 1, the TERM will be a unit triangular matrix.
A TERM has the following two important properties.
i) The product of two upper TERMs is also an upper TERM, and the product of two lower TERMs also makes a lower TERM. ii) The determinant of a TERM is an integer factor.
If
is an upper TERM, the computational ordering of linear transform can be arranged to be top-down:
where (1) Its inverse ordering is reversed:
where (2) If is a lower TERM, the computational ordering of linear transform can be arranged to be bottom-up and its inversion to be top-down:
where (3) where (4) Obviously, if a matrix can be converted into a TERM using row and column permutation only, it is also an ERM. Then, we can find another feasible ERM form known as single-row ERM (SERM) with integer factors on the diagonal and only one row of off-diagonal elements that are not all zeros. For , a unit SERM can be formulated as , where is the th standard basis vector formed as the th column of the identity matrix, and is a vector whose th element is 0. The unit SERMs share an important property:
. For convenience, we will use in the following discussion.
III. MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS
For an arbitrary -by-invertible matrix , if , the matrix can be modified to satisfy . Regardless of the physical equivalents, the modification method can be scaling a division of constants , respectively, for the rows of . The constants must satisfy (5) An advantage of the above modification is that the dynamic ranges of the transformed components can be controlled, which is very helpful for some applications apart from the physical equivalents of a transform, such as lossless compression.
Taking the physical equivalents into account, the relative magnitude of the transform eigenvalues cannot be changed. Therefore, a proportional scaling modification is the alternative, i.e., to let the scaling factors be . For -by-matrix and , the following theorems can be derived.
Theorem 1: Matrix has a TERM factorization of if and only if , where is finite, are unit TERMs, is a permutation matrix, and is a rotator for only one complex number. The proof was given in our paper [10] (See the Appendix). As pointed out in the paper, is not larger than 7. In this paper, we will show that (see Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 is not an integer factor, a complex rotation can be implemented with the real and imaginary components of a complex number. A two-dimensional (2-D) rotation matrix can be factorized into three-unit TERMs, such as [9] (6) Therefore, the case of is considered hereinafter if it is not clearly specified in context. . Let all the diagonal entries of be 1s or let be the identity matrix. Then, using Lemmas 1 and 2, we can obtain the following triangular factorization theorem.
Theorem 2: Matrix has a unit triangular factorization of if and only if the minors of the leading principal submatrices of are all 1s.
In general cases, we have another TERM factorization theorem, as follows. Proof: Its necessity is obvious. A proof for its sufficiency is given below.
As all the minors of the leading principal submatrices are 1s, matrix can be factorized into two unit triangular matrices (Theorem 2)
. Suppose that matrix is a partitioned matrix. Then, we have (8) where
, and the two factorized block matrices do not change the minors of each other's leading principal submatrices, which are also all 1s.
Hence, the following factorization can be carried through:
where the th row of is equal to the th row of , . The proof is completed. A unit TERM factorization can be refactorized into unit SERMs. Therefore, Theorems 2 and 4 are equivalent. Thus, we have proved that an arbitrary finite-dimensional invertible linear transform can be implemented by reversible integer mapping, or its modified transform matrix can be factorized into at most three TERMs or a series of SERMs. Every transform that consists of TERMs or SERMs is immediately integer reversible.
IV. MATRIX FACTORIZATION ALGORITHMS
It has been proved that a nonsingular matrix can be factorized into a product of at most three TERMs or a series of SERMs, but the proofs do not give executable algorithms. An algorithm of matrix factorization for reversible integer mapping is given herein below. Suppose
Then, there must exist a permutation matrix for row interchanges such that (11) and , and hence, there must be a number such that . Then, we can get and obtain a product of (12) Then, the forward elimination of the first column can be achieved by multiplying an elementary Gauss matrix (13) Continuing in this way, for , defines the row interchanges among the th through the th rows to guarantee that the th element in the th column are not zero . (If there were no such element, would have been singular.) (SERMs) covert into 1s, where , and record the row multipliers used for the Gaussian elimination of column . Then, we get (14) where , diag , and
Having, respectively, multiplied all the SERMs ( ) together, all the permutation matrices ( ) together, and all the unit lower triangular matrices ( ) together, we have one SERM , one premultiplying permutation matrix , and one unit lower triangular matrix . Since the inverse of a unit lower triangular matrix is also a unit lower triangular matrix and the transpose of a permutation matrix is also a permutation matrix, we have (16) (17) where , . Hence, we obtain or . If is an integer factor, is also an integer factor. Then, we can obtain its TERM factorization . For a real matrix , if , then is 1 or 1, and the TERM factor matrices can also be real.
For a complex matrix , if is not an integer factor, then , which is a rotator for one complex number. The position of is flexible and can be extracted from and relocated between the TERM factor matrices, but then, the passed-by TERMs are all changed while the TERM properties are preserved. If is an integer factor, the rotator can be multiplied by the unit upper TERM on its right or the unit lower TERM on its left in order to leave out the separate rotation matrix.
Having once gotten a TERM factorization, we can easily obtain the corresponding SERM factorization. (See proof of Theorem 4.)
V. COMPUTATIONAL STRUCTURES
In the previous two sections, we have proved the theorems and presented approaches for reversible integer mapping. For the -by-matrix , the number of factor TERMs is up to 3, and that of factor SERMs is up to . A transform of either TERMs or SERMs can be sequentially computed in place. A linear transform can be implemented by three TERMs with the flowchart structure of Fig. 2 . The computation using the first TERM is only a transform to the th element of the vector since this TERM is also a SERM. The sequential computational ordering of the upper TERM is from top to bottom and that of the lower TERM is from bottom to top. The computational ordering of its inverse is simply reversed.
The implementation with SERMs has a flowchart structure as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The inversion of TERM or SERM factorization can be implemented with a similar computing network by transferring data backward, subtracting instead of adding at the computing nodes, multiplying by the reciprocal of the integer factor, and simply reversing the sequential computational ordering. Both structures are composed of the elementary reversible structure-the ladder structure-shown in Fig. 1 and allows i) mapping integers to integers; ii) perfect reconstruction; iii) in-place calculation.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND OPTIMIZATION
Every transform built with TERMs or SERMs is immediately reversible, and its inverse transform has exactly the same computational complexity as the forward transform.
For the -by-matrix , the computational complexity of TERM and SERM factorization and its original transform is listed in Table I .
The numbers in Table I appear in the extreme cases of linear transform matrices. Although the TERM and the SERM factorization structures are optimal, the factorization of a specific matrix can be practically optimized for lower computational complexity and less drift error by searching for a proper permutation matrix. An optimization scheme can be a minimization of i) the number of factorized matrices; ii) the computational complexity of each individual step; iii) the error with respect to the theoretical computation. If the physical equivalents of a linear transform are ignored, the transform can be modified as a product of two unit TERMs. For , the modified transform matrix and the factorization can be , where is a unit lower triangular matrix. If the physical equivalents of a linear transform are taken into consideration, the relative magnitude of the transform eigenvalues cannot be modified. Therefore, in order to obtain , matrix can only be modified with a proportional scaling method. The factorization can then be optimized at lower computational expense for each individual TERM or SERM and with less accumulated error for the whole transform. Such optimization is not easy in practice, but the basic method should be complete pivoting, i.e., multiplying by both column and row permutation matrices . The chosen pivots should bring forth the most zeros in the factor matrices and the most equal elements in a row, or as many as possible. This approach leads to the lower computational complexity of a transform.
To minimize the inherent error relative to the original theoretical computation, the permutations and the factorizations should lessen the error propagation and assist the error control. The error estimation method and some results are discussed in the next section.
However, the optimal factorization for a specific matrix still merits further investigation.
VII. ERROR ESTIMATION
An error is usually inevitable in floating-point number storage and calculation with fixed-precision computers. Since rounding arithmetic operations are applied in each ERM transform, there must be errors, compared with the original linear transform of theoretical or symbolic infinite-precision computation. If a rounding arithmetic is adopted to a complex number, the rounding-off errors of the real and the imaginary part are in the interval of ( 0.5, 0.5], and they will be in [0, 1) if a chopping method is used. The intervals indicate a half-open rectangular region in the complex plane. For a TERM factorization of with a denotation of for the rounding error vector that results from the transform of the th TERM and with , the total error vector of the whole transform is (18) We use for the infinity norm of vectors or matrices and for the unit roundoff error, which is defined as the largest error that can occur in a rounding or chopping operation, i.e., 0.5 or 1 for real number transforms and or for complex number transforms. Then, an error bound can be estimated as (19) Splitting the complex matrix into an addition of a real and an imaginary matrix, the error bounds of the real and the imaginary part of the whole transform can analogously be given, respectively. Apparently, if all the elements in a row of are integers, the corresponding element of will be 0. If all the elements of are integers, then , and the matrix does not produce any fresh errors, but it still transfers and propagates existent errors that are produced by previous TERMs. Referring to the formulae of TERM and SERM factorization, all the elements in some rows are integers, and these rows bring in no primitive rounding errors. Thus, the accumulative error will never reach the upper bound of formula (19).
For the TERM factorization, the total rounding error is (20) where only the th element of might not be 0. Therefore and (21) where denotes absolute values of all the elements in a vector. For the SERM factorization, the total rounding error is (22) where only the ( )th element of ( ) and the th element of might not be 0. Hence
A factorization with partial or complete pivoting is necessary in order to minimize errors. However, the pivoting criterion still merits further investigation since mentioned in Section IV are not unique. We use for as a pivoting criterion in some of our experiments.
VIII. EXAMPLES
In order to demonstrate the availability and the practicability of the factorizations presented in this paper, the 4 4 discrete Fourier transform matrix in the complex number field, the eight-point discrete cosine transform matrix, and the Harr wavelet polyphase matrix in the real number field are used as examples for constructing the factorizations and to analyze the integer implementations.
A. Example 1: DFT
The 4 4 discrete Fourier transform matrix and its inverse are
The matrix can reliably map integers to integers, but cannot map integers to integers immediately and perfectly. Since , the transform matrix needs to be modified for the factorization.
If its physical equivalents are ignored, the transform can be modified and factorized into two unit TERMs. For , diag , , the modification and the factorization can be For the factorization , and such a modification produces , in which the first component is 0. Then, . The corresponding SERM factorization can be :
Then, we can estimate the rounding error bounds (which contribute 0 to the final error), , , , and we have , . If the dynamic ranges of all the elements of the original signal are , then the dynamic ranges of the transformed data will be , (a rectangular region in the complex plane),
, and . If we require the dynamic ranges of the first and the third transformed components to be and , respectively, then the modification can be a multiplication of a diagonal matrix diag , which makes an integer factor. The factorization is somewhat more complicated.
When considering the physical equivalents, we must modify the transform by proportional scaling For TERM factorization , , , ; then, we have . The SERM factorization produces , which contribute nothing to . All but one element in each of are zeros, and these vectors satisfy , , and . Accordingly, the upper bound of the absolute value of the entire error vector is .
Example 2: DCT
The transform matrix of the eight-point discrete cosine transform (DCT) is shown in the first matrix at the bottom of the next page. The transform does not map integers to integers directly, but the matrix satisfies and . Therefore, it can be factorized into TERMs and SERMs without modification. In order to optimize the factorization, we use a complete pivoting and a criterion for minimizing the magnitudes of the elements of , and we find a factorization that results in the least errors:
, where , , and here, particularly, , . The SERM vectors are shown in the second matrix at the bottom of the page.
The upper bound of the rounding errors can be calculated from the above SERM factorization .
B. Example 3: DWT
The polyphase matrix of a discrete wavelet transform can first be factorized using Euclidean algorithm [9] , after which there may be a remainder matrix of numbers. If the absolute value of the matrix determinant is 1, the matrix can be further factorized with the method proposed in this paper. The polyphase matrix of the analysis filters of unnormalized Harr wavelets is where The TERM factorization and the SERM factorization of a 2 2 matrix are the same: at most three SERMs. Therefore, the factorization can be For comparison, the lifting scheme factorization by Daubechies and Sweldens [9] is copied as follows:
The most important difference between these two factorizations is that our algorithm allows integer factors on the diagonal.
If we decompose a signal into two levels with Mallat's method, the matrix can be rewritten with four channels like where It can be factorized as follows:
This factorization shows that the calculation of the two-level DWT decomposition of a four-channel signal requires two shifts and seven adds, whereas the numbers are three shifts and six adds for the calculation of the two two-channel lifting steps. Moreover, our factorization need be calculated only once for both levels.
IX. CONCLUSIONS i) A linear transform has integer implementations (including a
scaling modification if necessary), as long as it is invertible and finite dimensional. ii) Both TERM and SERM factorization can immediately be implemented by reversible integer mapping. iii) Both TERM and SERM implementations are perfectly invertible and in-place computable. iv) There are at most three TERMs or at most SERMs for an nonsingular matrix, except for a possible permutation matrix in the TERM or the SERM factorization. The numbers of ERMs are generally optimal. v) The factorization optimization of a specific matrix merits further investigation.
APPENDIX
This appendix contains the proof of Theorem 1, which has been presented in [11] .
Its necessity is obvious, and a proof for its sufficiency is given as follows. Lemma For a second-order matrix with two reciprocal diagonal elements, many forms of unit triangular factorization exist besides those given in the literature [9] , such as Therefore, with 2 2 partitioning skills, and can be decomposed as a product of four unit triangular matrices , such that a complete factorization is or The rotation matrix can be relocated as the last term , in which case, the two farthest left unit lower triangular matrices can be united as one unit lower triangular matrix , and the two farthest right unit upper triangular matrices can be united as one unit upper triangular matrix . The six middle matrices can be renamed as . Consequently, the complete factorization of the transform has the form of which has the same structure as the one we expected to prove. The proof is completed.
Furthermore, the product of can be combined into one ERM if the factor elements are properly chosen. Therefore, is not larger than 7.
